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torytime is the UK’s only story
magazine and one of the leading
magazines for children, used by
thousands of teachers and parents
in over 60 countries.

We believe that there’s no greater joy
than getting lost in a good story, and
with Storytime we’ve created a quality
children’s magazine that helps to improve
literacy with great content that families
can keep forever.
Over 750 illustrated stories have appeared in the pages of Storytime, from the
familiar to the new, across a range of categories, including myths, fables and fairy
tales. We’re very keen on showcasing tales from around the world and have a wealth
of stories from all corners of the globe.
We have two main audiences – parents, who buy Storytime to read, love and share
with their children, and schools, who will buy the magazines in bulk for classroom use.
Publishers have had success by producing adaptations of Storytime for their own
local markets – but we also license individual stories. Our content has been adapted
for children’s storybooks, textbooks, early reader & levelled reading booklets,
assessment materials and reading apps.
If you’re interested in launching Storytime magazine for your market, or adapting
our content for books, tech or educational materials, we’ve love to speak to you
about it.
Have a look at what we have to offer, and find out why Storytime is the best time!

read happily ever after...

Inside Storytime

E

very issue of Storytime contains eight illustrated stories, including
fairy tales, myths, legends, fables, tales around the world, modern
tales and much more, which we hold all the rights to.

Over the many years of publishing Storytime, we’ve built up an
extensive archive of tales which are absolutely perfect for story
treasuries, textbooks, story apps – and anything that requires
great-quality story content.
We also have a large collection of classroom activities, lesson ideas,
puzzles and games – which have accompanied our stories every month.
Find out more about the brilliant content we have
to offer by emailing us at hello@storytimemagazine.com

Storytime Loves...

READING FOR PLEASURE
There’s no greater joy then getting
lost in a good story, and Storytime
creates magical memories for
children of times spent reading
and enjoying brilliant stories with
parents, grandparents and teachers.

MENTAL HEALTH AND WELLBEING
During the lockdowns, it became
clear to us thst stories were really
important to keep everyone
connected. We have been
developing special content to assist
teachers, parents and carers to have
difficult conversations and to help
KIND TO PLANET EARTH
Storytime is 100% content, 0% plastic our little readers develop resilience
– we don’t feature plastic toys or use and talk about emotions through
plastic packaging. We’re also totally stories.
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IMPROVING LITERACY
We know from surveying our readers,
that after receiving Storytime
for a year, the proportion of
children reading for more than the
recommended 20 minutes a day
doubled! Even better, the proportion
of children who enjoyed reading
increased too.

DIVERSITY
We love to celebrate different
cultures and countries through our
stories and illustrations. It’s important
that whatever a child’s background
they see themselves represented in
our stories, and know that they can
be anything they want to be.
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tories with simple lessons are
enduringly popular and our Famous
Fables are a real talking point with our readers – at home and in
early-years education. Our fables come from Aesop, Buddhist Jataka tales
and the Sanskrit Panchatantra. Fables we’ve featured include:

Favourite fairy Tales

F

airy tales have timeless appeal and are consistently
popular with parents. We publish all the well-loved
classics from Grimm, Andersen and Perrault, as well
as fairy tales that parents and teachers may not have heard
before. Our fairy tale library includes:

The Hare and the Tortoise

The Ant and the Grasshopper

Jack and the Beanstalk

Rapunzel

The Lion and the Mouse

The Cat Maiden

Cinderella

The Snow Queen

The Dog and His Bone

The Tortoise and the Geese

Snow White

The Magic Porridge Pot

The Four Harmonious Animals

The Three Fishes

Three Billy Goats Gruff

Hansel and Gretel

The Fox and the Crow

The Wind and the Sun

Little Red Riding Hood

Rumpelstiltskin

Town Mouse and Country Mouse

Monkey Hats

Three Little Pigs

Puss in Boots

The Bird in Borrowed Feathers

The Boy Who Cried Wolf

The Gingerbread Man

Thumbelina

What are they? Fables are short stories that teaches a lesson,

“Fairy tales still have a lot to teach children about life,

with simple, direct language.
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author of The Genius of Natural Childhood: Secrets of Thriving Children.
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Are we better off with
or without mirrors?
Can you think of
reasons why mirrors
are helpful and
unhelpful?
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Storyteller’s Corner

Around the World Tales

S

W

tories offer children the opportunity to explore and understand
other world cultures – to travel to places long ago and far away.
In Storytime, we’ve featured tales from every continent. They include:

Aladdin (Middle East)

The Polar Bear Son (Inuit)

 ast of the Sun, West of the Moon
E
(Norway)

Why Whales Swim in the Sea
(Argentina)

 ow Rabbit Got Long Ears
H
(Native American)

Mouse Deer and Tiger (Malaysia)

Anansi the Spider (Africa)

Dreams of Cheese (the Netherlands)

The Rainbow Snake (Aborigine)

The Language of Birds (Russia)

The Mouse Merchant (India)

Sinbad’s First Voyage (Middle East)

The Four Dragons (China)

The Tree of Dreams (Brazil)

e take great pride in rewriting and reviving funny and magical
folk tales – often passed down by oral storytellers – that
might otherwise be lost to new generations of readers.
Our most popular folk tales include:

Maui Goes Fishing (New Zealand)

Around the World Tales

The Mouse
Merchant

I

O

a boy and his poor widowed
n a small Indian town, there a lived
to their name, the boy’s
mother. Though they hadn’t a penny
her son a good education.
mother had done her best to give

was
mother said, “Son, when your father
On the boy’s thirteenth birthday, his
There is a
time for you to follow in his steps.
alive he was a merchant, and it is
to lend
lives in the next town. He is known
rich merchant called Visakhila who
go
Please
make better lives for themselves.
money to poor men who want to
started.”
to him and ask for a loan to get you

When it was ready, he planted row
after row of delicious peas. While
Brer Fox
was hard at work, Brer Rabbit had
been peeking through the hedge,
watching
him. He dashed back to his children
and, chuckling away, he sang to
them:

of
The boy was excited at the thought
he
being a merchant like his father, so
set off without delay.
When he arrived at Visakhila’s house,
gave
he heard an angry voice shout, “I
you many rupees and you have simply
dead
wasted them all! Do you see that
mouse on the floor? Someone with
and
intelligence could take even that
turn it into money!”
At that, the boy stepped into the room
I
and said, “I accept your challenge!
will take that mouse as my loan from
you!” He put it in his pocket and wrote
merchant.
the
out a receipt for
The merchant and the young man
on in
he had been scolding both looked
shock and then burst into laughter.
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Brer Rabbit

ne sunny spring morning, Brer Fox
decided to plant himself
Around the World Tales
a vegetable patch. He found a lush
corner of a field and he
dug, turned and raked the soil until
it looked rich and black.

“ Ti-yi

However, when the boy left, the
merchant put the receipt in his safe.

Anansi
the Spider
But Brer Fox was also no fool – he
had a good idea who the culprit was.
He knew it must be Brer Rabbit –
but
he couldn’t prove it, because he
always covered his tracks so well!

T

A

!”

fat, juicy yams from his garden
so good!
on the fire. Oh, they smelt

boy
As he walked down the road, the
met a market trader who was being
you
clawed by a fidgety cat. “I’ll give
this dead mouse to your cat to play
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One afternoon, when Brer Fox had
really had enough of the pea thief,
he walked up and down the field,
looking for a little gap in the hedge
where he was sure Brer Rabbit was
squeezing through. When he found
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some ropes and laid a trap.
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Some of Farmer Merry’s success was
because a dwarf lived on his side
of
the hill. Everyone knows that if you
treat a dwarf well, he’ll bring you luck
– and Farmer Merry always treated
the dwarf with kindness and respect.

One day, the dwarf made a wager
with Farmer Merry. “I bet I can make
Farmer Miser give me something
for
free,” he said, “and out-bargain him.”
“Impossible!” said Farmer Merry.
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dwarf said, “Good morning. Could
you spare a bag of flour, please?
I’ll return the sack in fine condition.”
Farmer Miser was going to slam the
door in the dwarf’s face, but then
he
remembered that dwarfs bring good
luck, so he decided to be polite. He
grabbed a sack and put in a stingy
scoop of flour.
Spying the small portion, the dwarf
said, “I’m making a big pudding. If
you can fill the sack, I will give you
anything under the sun you wish for.”
“Anything under the sun!” cried Farmer
Miser gleefully. “You have a deal!”
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“The world is shaped by two things – stories
told and the memories they leave behind.”
Vera Nazarian, author

the globe, and our illustrators too! We are super-proud to showcase talented artists that make our stories special and unique!
And, sure enough, when Brer Fox’s
peas had grown and ripened, every
time he went to the field to harvest
his patch, he found that somebody
had already been there before him,
stealing the fresh pea pods from the
vines. He was furious!
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Myths And legends

Tales from today

yths and legends are enduringly popular with both
girls and boys and they have a place right at the heart
of Storytime. From the classic Greco-Roman myths to Norse
legends, Ancient Egyptian tales to stories from the Americas and the
Far East, we have built up a huge catalogue of wonderfully illustrated
legends for our licensees to choose from.

his section features original and contemporary fiction and
allows us to feature tales with subjects that relate to
children’s lives today, such as going to school or moving
house. It also allows us to create some exciting new
adventures – such as a trip to Mars or a visit from a unicorn!
A powerful combination of familiar and fantastical, it allows us to bring diversity and everyday experiences to life, and is a firm favourite with
our readers!
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ARTHURIAN AND CELTIC LEGENDS:

GREEK MYTHS:
The Midas Touch

Sir Gawain and the Green Knight

Theseus and the Minotaur

Saint George and the Dragon

Alfie the Pirate

Operation Unicorn

Odysseus and the Cyclops

Robin Hood and the Silver Arrow
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Moving Day
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Out of This World

NORSE MYTHS:

WORLD MYTHS AND LEGENDS:

Thor’s Stolen Hammer

Hero Twins (Mayan)

Not a Robot

Hiro and the Storm

Freya’s Golden Necklace

Ra’s Secret Name (Egyptian)

Pim the Penguin

The High Life

Odin and the Mead of Poetry

Ganesha the Elephant God (Indian)

Zebly Titan and the Mystery of Goop

Crocodile’s Silver Suit

Myths and Legends are on the National Curriculum for English.

It’s a wonderful topic for cross-curricular engagement, developing
children’s historical and geographical understanding and
improving their literacy.
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Hiro and
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Awesome Adventures

Short Stories, Big Dreams

A

S

section that complements the UK National Curriculum across a
range of subjects: History, English, STEM and more. It tells the
tales of exceptional individuals in the classic Storytime format,
making them accessible to young readers and bringing new interest to
the subjects. Features a wide variety of inspiring real-life people from
scientists to sportsmen, adventurers to artists, boys and girls, and even
some fabulous animals! This section began in September 2020, and here
are the stories we have created so far:
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Pinocchio and the Monster Downstairs
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his section ran for two years in the pages of Storytime and features
the further adventures of some of the world’s best-loved fairy tale
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Poems and

Rhymes

Jingle Bells

Dashing throu
gh the snow
,
In a one-horse
open sleigh,
O’er the fields
we go,
Laughing all
the way!

Jingle bells
, jingle bells
,
Jingle all the
way!
Oh! What fun
it is to ride
In a one-horse
open sleigh.

Bells on bobt
ails ring,
Making spirit
s bright,
What fun it
is to ride and
sing
A sleighing
song tonight!

Poems and Rhymes

Y

Jingle bells
, jingle bells
,
Jingle all the
way!
Oh! What fun
it is to ride
In a one-horse
open sleigh.

Activities & Downloads

PLAY IT!
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a galloping horse
bells when
shake jingle
chorus.
you reach the
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oung readers respond brilliantly to the repetition,
rhythm and rhyme in poetry. We’ve featured over
100 poems and rhymes in Storytime, including:

Bed in Summer and the Swing
(Robert Louis Stevenson)

Poems and

Rhymes

11

Old Mother Hubbard
There Was An Old Lady

Wh

at is

Th
e
Wit grass
h sm
is
all green
flo
we
rs b

The House That Jack Built

The Circus (C.J. Dennis)

etw

Apple Pie ABC

What is

The Camel’s Hump (Rudyard Kipling)

Who Ate My Sicks

Minnie and Winnie (Tennyson)

Jingle Bells

Many of the activities also include extra downloads available from our
website to print and cut out, such as counters, masks and fingers puppets!
Our popular games include:

gre
en?
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Sta

Hiawatha’s Childhood (Longfellow)

34

een

violet?

Cloud
s are
violet
In the
summ
er twilig
ht

Why, an orange,
Just an orange!
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Redhorn’s Round-the-World Race
Buccaneer’s Booty

The Jungle Book (Rudyard Kipling)

Heidi (Johanna Spyri)

Peter Pan (J.M. Barrie)
T
 reasure Island (Robert L. Stevenson)

Wind in the Willows
(Kenneth Grahame)

Five Children and It (E. Nesbit)

Bambi (Felix Salten)
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“You surprise
me,” said the
Boy.
“It’s the sad
truth,” the drago
n went
on, settling
down betwe
en his paws
delighted to
,
have found
a listener.
“That’s really
how I came
to be here.
You see, all
the other fellow
s were
so active –
always ramp
aging, and
skirmishing,
and chasing
knigh
ts, and
devouring dams
els, whereas
I liked to
get my meals
and then prop
against
a rock and
snooze, you
know? So
when it happ
ened I got fairly
caught.”
“What happ
ened?” asked
the Boy.
“I don’t precis
ely know,” said
the
dragon. “Ther
e was a shake
and
a roar, and
I found myse
lf miles
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The Shard Race
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A Find a sa

Feed the Giant

B Shortcut

Dragon Doctor

C Loose flo
D

E Stop to ad

START

How to Play
To start, all you need is a pair
of scissors
and someone to play against.
If you need
more cards, print off our Rumble-M
umble
Card Set from storytimemagazine.co
m/
free. Now follow the instruction
s!

Each player takes it in turns
to lift a card
from the top of the pile and flip
it over.
If you get a matching pair, the
first
player to call out ‘Rumble-M
umble’
wins the pair and gets to keep
them.

TOP TIP!
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You could also use these cards to
or as
play a memory matching game
new
prompts to inspire you to write a
Rumble-Mumble adventure!

All the free downloads are available
at www.storytimemagazine.com/free
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mire th
view –
e
miss a
go.

Can you beat Old Nick in a game
of
cards like Rumble-Mumble did?
Let’s
see how snappy you are at snap
!

Keep working your way through
until you’ve finished the pack.
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forward – move
3 spaces

RUMBLE-MUMBLE
MATCHING PAIrS

The player with the most pairs
at the end of the game is the
winner!

OUT

roll agai ndwich –
n!

Cut out the cards on the right,
then
shuffle them well and place
them in a
pile face-down between the
players.
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1200 words

underground
and wedged
in tight.
Well, I had
peace and
quiet, but I’ve
got such an
active mind,
so after a
while, I got
bored. So I
scratched and
burrowed, and
worked this
way and
that way and
at last I came
out in this
cave here.
And I like the
view, and on
the whole I
feel inclined
to settle here.”
“What’s your
mind alway
s occupied
about?” asked
the Boy.
The dragon
coloured slight
ly and
looked away
, then he said
bashfully,
“Did you ever
– just for fun
– try to
make up poetr
y – verses,
you know?”
“Course I have,
” said the Boy.
“And
some of it’s
quite good,
only no one
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Rumble-Mumble Matching Pairs
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s

Brilliant Book
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or mor
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the three foxe e players and
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gazine.com/
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the Shard first
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Reach for the Star

W

Romeo, Bal
thasar
and Benvoli
o are
having a rac
e
to see who
can
get to the top
floor first!

How to Play
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e love to champion brilliant children’s books. Across
29 issues of Storytime, we published abridged extracts
of classics from children’s literature with fresh, new
illustrations – and hopefully inspired many children to read
and enjoy the full books for themselves. It has included:
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fanning his
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d its wings
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slowly.
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a butterfly!”
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i. “Besides,
you can fly
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“How
beautiful you
“Now
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are!” he cried
.”
. “How
wonderfully
And that was
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Bambi’s first
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time
in the mead
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Brilliant Books
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laybox is our activity section, packed each month with games,
crosswords, puzzles, colouring and craft activities. Every issue of
Storytime has 5 to 7 pages of these activities, which are related to
the stories, and help children with comprehension, to keep their attention
and to simply have more fun!
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Storytime For Schools

W

e are one of the biggest magazines in the
country for schools. We are bought by schools
around the world who use Storytime as a
resource for classroom reading, for children with
English as a second language, as a Pupil Premium
resource, or simply for class storytelling.
We want to give hard working teachers a magazine
that encourages children to read – with great stories
in an accessible format. The magazine format is very
important – it works for reluctant readers who won’t
pick up a book, as well as children who do read books
for enjoyment.

Teaching resources

E

ach month we create a teaching resource pack based
around one of the stories in each issue. These packs
can be used alongside Storytime in the classroom by
teachers, and also for home learning.
A typical pack has 20 pages plus of lesson ideas, a
glossary, writing and comprehension exercises, story
planners, facts, quizzes, fun activities, drawing and
colouring, and supports the UK National Curriculum
or reading, writing and comprehension.

Now we have thousands of readers across over 50 countries, so we are
delighted that the risk we has paid off! Schools use us for class reading,
as a resource for Pupil Premium funded children, for EAL children and for
class storytelling.
Reasons to love Storytime:
Massive Discunts: Up to 50% off the selling price for bulk orders. Plus free delivery
on all orders. You’re not locked into subscriptions by credit card. Pay by invoice on an
annual basis.
Free Teaching Resources: Every month get 15 to 20 pages of lesson ideas and
classroom activities emailed to you, all linked to a story in that month’s magazine.
Easy to Read: Perfect for reluctant readers who might be intimidated by a book, or
EAL students. A great range of short stories for ages 5 to 9.
National Curriculum: Traditional stories like fairy tales, fables and myths, plus tales
from a range of cultures to help children gain an understanding of the world around
them.

Special Packs

E

ach year we produce several free packs for
schools to use – covering topical areas like
Reading Catch Up, Peer to Peer reading and advice for parents on reading to children at home.
Subscribers can access them for free and request
them at any time These include:
Reading Catch Up Pack
Storytime Reading Buddies Pack

For more information, visit www.storytimeforschools.com

Storytime Home Reading Pack
Mental Health and Wellbeing Pack

Flexible Subscription Options

Storytime Hub

We offer tailored subscriptions for
schools - with simultaneous access to
classrooms and large groups. With one
school code, the access is easy and
hassle free for the students at school
and at home!

Fully searchable stories
and Resources

F

or the first time Storytime entire catalogue is available online as well!
With Storytime Hub, you get instant access to a year’s worth of online
Storytime magazines, audio versions for all stories and the extra
accompanying class resources. Plus a new magazine and set of resources
is added each month. With the Storytime Hub, we aim to become an essential
tool in every classroom!

Works for readers of all levels
It gives children brilliant stories in an
easily accessible format to read and listen,
and works well for both reluctant and enthusiastic readers, plus children with English as a second language.
A wide range of stories
Each edition of Storytime is packed with
fairy tales, modern stories, myths and
legends, plus stories from a variety of
cultures – all beautifully illustrated.
Bonus learning resources
Each edition is accompanied by a
complimentary 20 pages of lesson ideas,

Our extraordinary catalogue and
activities can be searched by name,
subjects, animals, places and much
more! All stories are indviually
catalogued and can be read in
anyway you like!

teaching resources, comprehension
exercises and activities.
Additional parent and pupil access
You can also get extra access for pupils to
use the stories and resources in lessons or
for parents to use them at home.
Updated every month
We add a new issue of Storytime to the
hub every month, so there are always new
stories and resources to explore.
National Curriculum
Supports the UK National Curriculum for
Reading, Writing and Comprehension.

The proportion of primary pupils doing more than 5 hours of learning a day
has risen from 11% to 23% since the lockdowns.

stories in audio format
Listening to stories is how we fall in love
with them for the first time. With audio
stories the child has the change of falling
in love with their favourite ones over and
over again! It’s perfect for bedtime reading, guided reading and special needs
learning support. Children with English
as a Second Language also benefit from
reading along and learning new sounds!

www.storytimehub.com

licensing opportunities

Storytime

Magazines
The Storytime team is now working with publishers and distributors
around the world – with versions of Storytime launched in Singapore, the
Netherlands and China - and more on the way!

around the world
united kingdom
Ireland
france
spain

Canada
usa
mexico

portugal
italy
belgium
luxembourg

sweden
germany
poland
greece

austria
switzerland
netherlands
malta

Finland

Denmark
Norway

japan
china
UAE
Lebanon
brazil
argentina
peru
Chile
Colombia
Puerto Rico

bulgaria
estonia
turkey
slovakia
sloveniA
Czech Republic

Latvia

kenya
south africa
Gambia

india
hong kong
singapore
sri lanka
thailand
philippines
Indonesia

Books

Oman
Quatar
Russia

australia
new zealand

South Korea

Storytime’s extensive library of short-stories is ideal for adapting into
book format – and our content has been used to create story treasuries,
guided readers, text books, early readers, eBooks and more in territories
including the USA, Germany, Brazil, Russia and Canada
Digital Content and Audio
Our stories, illustrations and audio are licensed all over the world by
Edtech companies and Toy developers looking for content for young
readers. Our original content has been used to develop mobile games,
audio books, interactive videos and animations, and other educational
materials. The content is fully customizable to your media and available
in many formats.
Investors
If you are interested in investing in our company and would like to know
more about our business, please contact Leslie Coathup and Lulu
Skantze on hello@storytimemagazine.com
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if you are interested in publishing the magazine in your market,
or adapting Storytime content into a different format, either
English language or translated, please get in touch at
hello@storytimemagazine.com
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Since launching Storytime in 2014 they have published over 750 stories.
There are readers in over 60 countries!
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n the UK, Storytime has a readership of over 40,000, made up from
subscribing families and schools, making it one of the largest quality
magazine for children. International versions In already out Singapore,
the Netherlands and China and two more countries in line for in Q3/2022
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The story so far...

L

eslie Coathup
and Lulu Skantze
launched Storytime in
September 2014.Having
worked in publishing for
over 15 years then, they
realised there was no
other magazine in the
market that brough
stories to life, with no
advertising and no plastic
- just excellent content to
engage young readers. They both grew up reading fantastic
stories that inspired them both to great things and they wanted
children to find the joy and inspiration in reading them too.
Leslie was born near Liverpool in the UK and lives in Salisbury. At a young
age Leslie was an avid reader, and his family took him to the local library
every week to borrow as many books as he could carry! Leslie has a
degree in Business and Marketing, and worked in senior roles with major
international publishers such as Hachette, Eaglemoss, Marvel, and Which?
He is the co-founder and commercial director of Storytime (and special
Myths & Legends advisor!).
Lulu is based in Amsterdam, after being in London for over 20 years,
having grown-up in Brazil. Lulu has a Master in Communication Design
from Central Saint Martins and is the co-ounder and creative director of
Storytime. She has extensive experience launching global brands and
magazine titles for major British, French, Italian publishers as well as
developing products and content for Disney, Mattel, Hasbro, Playstation
and many other high-profile children’s brands.

A timeline of Storytime
September 2014
The race is on! First
issue featuring the Hare
the the Tortoise was
launched in the UK.

September
2015
Our first annual
competition takes
place with special
guest judge: Brian
Moses!

March 2017
Our first Singapore
edition launched

March 2020
We create a home
delivery service for
schools and pupils and
make sure they can
continue reading
during the pandemic
in the UK

December 2014
Our First Christmas
issue featured special
Christmas Cards as a
gift to our readers. We
started being stocked
at Barnes & Nobles
in the USA

March 2016
We launched Teaching
Resources Packs and our
content became closely
aligned with the UK
curriculum. It was official:
reading for fun was HUGE!

August 2018
The Storytime Shop
is launched with back
issues, note books,
tidy files, prints and
more.

August 2020
We launched “We Are Heroes”
with Queen Mary University a free mini magazine series to
support childrendealing with the
effects of Covid restrictions

October 2021
The Chinese version of
Storytime launches, and is
a HUGE success

June 2015
Due to popular
demand our
Storytime For
Schools site
was launched
with bulk deals
for school
subscribers.

September
2016
We are shipping our
title to customers in
over 20 countries
by year 2 and
growing!

September 2019
We now ship to 50
countries, and our
content has been
licensed in 10
countries. Our
Drawing contest
attracts over
3000 entries.

June 2021
The Storytime Hub
is launched with our
full catalogue of
stories in digital
format, plus audio
versions of them all!

July 2022
Storytime now ships to over 70
countries and have two more
international versions on the way!
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For content licensing opportunities, distribution queries,
commissions or to discuss project ideas, please contact:
Storytime Magazine
T: +44 (0)20 7993 5583
E: hello@storytimemagazine.com
UK: 3 Endless Street Salisbury SP1 1DL UK
EU: Nieuwe Achtergracht 104H1018 WT Amsterdam, Netherlands

@storytimemag

@storytimemag

@storytimemag
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To find out more about Storytime magazine, visit
www.storytimemagazine.com
To find out more about Storytime for Schools, visit
www.storytimeforschools.com
To find out more about Storytime Hub, visit
www.storytimehub.com

